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application to GOSAT measurements over TCCON sites
Abstract
This paper presents an improved photon path length probability density function method that permits
simultaneous retrievals of column-average greenhouse gas mole fractions and light path modifications
through the atmosphere when processing high-resolution radiance spectra acquired from space. We
primarily describe the methodology and retrieval setup and then apply them to the processing of spectra
measured by the Greenhouse gases Observing SATellite (GOSAT). We have demonstrated substantial
improvements of the data processing with simultaneous carbon dioxide and light path retrievals and
reasonable agreement of the satellite-based retrievals against ground-based Fourier transform
spectrometer measurements provided by the Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON).
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This paper presents an improved photon path length probability density function method that permits
simultaneous retrievals of column-average greenhouse gas mole fractions and light path modifications
through the atmosphere when processing high-resolution radiance spectra acquired from space. We primarily describe the methodology and retrieval setup and then apply them to the processing of spectra measured
by the Greenhouse gases Observing SATellite (GOSAT). We have demonstrated substantial improvements
of the data processing with simultaneous carbon dioxide and light path retrievals and reasonable agreement of the satellite-based retrievals against ground-based Fourier transform spectrometer measurements
provided by the Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON). © 2013 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 280.4991, 010.5620, 300.6320, 290.1090.

1. Introduction

Space-based global observations of carbon dioxide
(CO2 ) from passive remote sensing of upwelling solar
1559-128X/13/061339-12$15.00/0
© 2013 Optical Society of America

electromagnetic radiation are recognized as being
important for improving our understanding of the
spatial and temporal distributions of CO2 in the
atmosphere. The Japanese Greenhouse gases Observing SATellite “IBUKI” (GOSAT), in orbit since 23
January 2009, is the world’s first satellite mission
dedicated to measuring the concentrations of CO2
20 February 2013 / Vol. 52, No. 6 / APPLIED OPTICS
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and methane from space. The on-board Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) provides high-resolution
spectroscopic measurements of light reflected and
emitted from the Earth’s surface and the atmosphere
in the short-wave infrared and thermal infrared spectral range [1–3].
Estimation of the column-averaged gas amounts
from such satellite-based measurements is an extremely challenging task because the requirements on
the retrieval accuracy are rather stringent. For example, several theoretical studies have shown that a precision of ∼1.5 parts in 106 ppm or better for monthly
mean column-averaged dry air mole fractions of CO2
(XCO2 ) on a regional scale with sub-ppm bias is required to constrain uncertainties in surface CO2
fluxes derived from in situ measurements (e.g., [4–7]).
The major source of error in space-based retrieval of
gas amounts is the modification of the light path due
to atmospheric light scattering. A number of studies
[8–15] have shown that, even under clear sky conditions, high-altitude subvisible cirrus or elevated aerosols can introduce large latitudinal/spatial and/or
temporal biases in gas retrievals, which could hamper
CO2 surface flux inversions.
To provide highly accurate retrievals of the atmospheric gas abundances, several algorithms have been
developed in different groups throughout the world to
process the GOSAT data [13–22]. These algorithms
have been outlined in [23]. Reference [23] also provides algorithm cross comparison when retrieving
column-averaged CO2 abundance as well as compares
the retrievals from different algorithms with the
ground-based FTS observations from the Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON) [24].
This paper focuses on further developments of the
photon path length probability density function
(PPDF) method toward simultaneous gas and optical
path retrievals, which allows for satellite data processing under non-negligible light path modification.
The PPDF-based method [13,14,16] accounts for
atmospheric light scattering through light path modification, which can be examined using the photon
path length statistical characteristics and the
equivalence theorem [25]. This method allows for rapid radiative transfer spectral calculations in the
data processing because the light path modification
is similar within each individual GOSAT band. In
our previous version of the PPDF-based algorithm,
the retrieval of PPDF parameters was used as a prescreening step to identify satellite soundings that are
not distinctly affected by atmospheric light scattering. These near clear sky soundings are recognized
by low values of PPDF parameters retrieved from radiance spectra in the molecular oxygen (O2 ) A-band
at 0.76 μm. The retrieval of gas amounts is then carried out from radiance spectra in the near-infrared
CO2 and CH4 bands assuming zero optical path modification. As discussed elsewhere [13], the retrieval
scheme with this assumption is conducted on the
basis of differential optical absorption spectroscopy
(DOAS) [26,27]. We refer to this method as
1340
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PPDF-D [18]. This method showed reasonable agreement in CO2 retrievals as compared with groundbased XCO2 measurements over TCCON sites [18]
and other retrieval algorithms [23]. Unfortunately,
the number of observations accessible to the processing was rather limited. This paper aims to develop
an improved PPDF-based version that simultaneously retrieves gas column abundance and the
optical path. We will refer to this method as
PPDF-S. PPDF-S retrievals substantially increase
the amount of observation data applicable for accurate gas retrievals. This is made possible by processing additional satellite observations for which the
light path modifications due to atmospheric light
scattering by aerosol and clouds are not negligible.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the methodology for simultaneous gas and
light path retrievals. In Section 3, we briefly outline
the FTS measurements from GOSAT and TCCON
used in this study for the data processing and validation of the retrievals. Section 4 describes the results
of GOSAT data processing and compares the retrievals with TCCON measurements. We also include
two other algorithms in the GOSAT–TCCON XCO2
comparison. Section 5 summarizes the results.
2. Methodology
A. Inversion Scheme

To process the radiance spectra provided by the
space-based measurements, we apply the maximum
a posteriori rule
x̂  argminfχ 2 R ; xa ; xg
x

(1)

to minimize the weighed least-squares deviation
between measured R and modeled R0 x radiance
spectra with the available a priori data xa for the
desired state vector x:
χ 2 R ; xa ; x  ‖R − R0 x‖2CR  ‖xa − x‖2Ca :

(2)

In Eq. (2) the state vector x includes CO2 concentration vertical profiles xCO2 h; the squared norms
‖z‖2C  zT C−1 z

(3)

are weighted by covariance matrices of measurement
errors of R (CR ) and of a priori assumptions xa (Ca ).
The measurement vector R corresponds to a set of M
spectral channels Δνm (m  1; 2; …M) within which
the modeled radiance R0 x is convolved using the instrumental line-shape (ILS) function.
Different algorithms for satellite data processing
are mainly distinguished by the radiative transfer
forward model [R0 x] and by the content of the state
vector x. The PPDF-based methods deal with representation of the modeled radiance spectra through
the effective transmittance T~ ν x:

ln R0Δνm  ln hS0ν T~ ν xiΔνm − PΔνm :

(4)

In Eq. (4) PΔνm is a spectral polynomial of low order
designed to remove the low-frequency portion of the
processed spectra in the retrieval process. This portion could be associated with light scattering by nearground aerosols or spectral variability in surface
albedo [13]. Solar irradiance S0ν and the effective
transmittance T~ ν x spectra in Eq. (4) are convolved
using the ILS within each channel Δνm . Note that the
GOSAT ILS could result in negative radiance values
for strongly saturated absorption lines. These negative data were present in minor amounts and were
excluded from the retrieval procedure when fitting
the logarithm of radiance by using Eq. (4). Under
negligible atmospheric light scattering the effective
transmittance
T~ ν fxhg  expf−AG τg g

(5)

R hA
depends on the gas optical depth τg 
 0 khdh
and geometric
air-mass factor AG  1∕cos Θ

1∕cos Θ0  , where Θ and Θ0 are the solar zenith angle and the ray incident angle to the satellite, respectively, hA is the altitude at the top of the atmosphere,
kh  xCO2 hζh is the gas absorption coefficient,
and ζh is the gas cross section. To account for
the atmospheric light scattering by aerosols and subvisible clouds, the effective transmittance T~ was
additionally expressed through a set of PPDF parameters describing the effects of the optical path
(AG τg ) modification [13,16]. Two basic parameters
are involved to account for optical path modification.
One describes optical path shortening (α), and another (ρ) describes light path lengthening compared
with the direct nonperturbed path from the Sun to
the surface to the satellite:

observations is rather limited [23] due to restriction
to very clear sky conditions where the light path
modification is negligible. Another drawback of
PPDF-D is that the retrieved PPDF parameters in
O2 A-band are not always appropriate for characterizing the light path modification in the target CO2
absorption bands. This effect can be minimized by
limiting the difference in ground surface albedo between the bands [23]. Unfortunately, this restriction
results in further reduction of the GOSAT data adaptable for the processing, especially for bright surfaces
such as over the Sahara or Australian deserts [23].
In this paper, we improve the PPDF-based method
toward simultaneous gas and optical path retrievals
using high-resolution spectroscopic observations in
three short-wave infrared bands at 0.76, 1.6, and
2.0 μm (PPDF-S). This permits satellite data processing under non-negligible light path modification,
thereby substantially increasing the number of observations available for the data processing with accurate
gas retrievals due to light path correction. Figure 1
presents a simplified flow chart of the data processing.
Three-band simultaneous gas and light path retrievals require an accurate representation of Rayleigh
light scattering through the atmosphere [mostly




1
1
L̄ 

h :
cos Θ cos Θ0 A

(6)

In our previous version of the PPDF-based algorithm (PPDF-D), the retrieval of PPDF parameters
was used as a prescreening step to identify satellite
soundings that are not distinctly affected by atmospheric light scattering. These clear sky soundings
are indicated by low values of PPDF parameters
(α ≤ 0.04, ρ ≤ 0.04) retrieved from radiance spectra
in the molecular O2 A-band at 0.76 μm when the optical path modification is therefore assumed to be
negligible in the CO2 absorption bands at 1.6 and
2.0 μm [28]. Then the retrieval of gas amounts is performed from radiance spectra in the gas bands with
zero optical path modification using Eq. (4). As discussed earlier [13], the retrieval scheme with this assumption is conducted on the basis of DOAS [26,27].
This method (PPDF-D) showed reasonable agreement of CO2 retrievals with those from ground-based
TCCON measurements [18], but the number of

Fig. 1. Simplified flow chart showing the basic steps for the
PPDF-S GOSAT data processing. Two overlapping layers from
the surface to the variable retrieved altitudes (layers 1 and 2)
allow for light path modification. The optical path within layer
3 (from the upper boundary of layer 2 to the top of the atmosphere)
is not modified [14]. PPDF parameters for Rayleigh light scattering are pre-estimated in the oxygen A-band (0.76 μm) for layer 2.
Aerosol/cloud PPDF parameters are retrieved simultaneously
with gas amounts from all three GOSAT TANSO-FTS short-wavelength infrared (SWIR) bands for layer 1. The retrievals use a
three-layer PPDF model [14] to account for light path modifications and up to 22 atmospheric layers to account for vertical distribution of gas absorption (meteorological parameters and gas
profiles). Temperature and pressure grid point values were provided by Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA).
20 February 2013 / Vol. 52, No. 6 / APPLIED OPTICS
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within the oxygen (O2 ) A-band]. To incorporate variability in Rayleigh light scattering to the retrieval process, we use the three-dimensional PPDF [14]. This
model permits an arbitrary number of gas layers
and assumes three atmospheric layers within which
the photon trajectories can be modified. The highest
of the overlapping layers serves to describe light path
modification by Rayleigh light scattering. The effective transmittance in this model has the following
expression:
T~ eff  αR T~ 3  1 − αR T~ R · T~ a · T~ 3 ;

(7)

T 3  exp−AG · τ3 ;

(8)

T~ R  exp−AG · 1  δR  · τR ;

(9)

T~ a  1 − αa  exp−AG τa δa   αa expAG τa ;
δa  ρa · expf−γ a · τa g;

(10)
(11)

δR  ρR · expf−γ R · τR g:
(12)
R
R
R
τa  0ha khdh, τR  0hR khdh, and τ3  hhRA khdh
are the gaseous optical depth of the layers. In
Eqs. (7)–(12), α, ρ, γ, and h are PPDF parameters, and
subscripts R and a refer to upper and lower overlapping layers with the optical path perturbed by Rayleigh
light scattering and combined Rayleigh and aerosol
light scattering, respectively. PPDF parameters can
be interpreted as follows [14]: α represents the relative
layer reflectivity, i.e., the ratio of photons scattered by
the layer to the total number of photons coming into
the view of the detector; ρ is the scaled first moment
of the PPDF within the layers describing multiple reflection of light within the layers; γ is an adjustment
parameter used to account for the second and higher
moments of the PPDF; and hR and ha are altitudes
of layers with perturbed optical path by Rayleigh light
scattering and aerosol light scattering, respectively.
For each satellite single sounding, PPDF parameters for atmospheric Rayleigh scattering were predefined using the actual observation geometry (i.e.,
solar and satellite zenith angles as well as relative
azimuth angle), surface pressure and elevation, and
surface albedo (for observations over land) or the
Cox–Munk reflection model [29] with wind speed
data from the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA)
(for observations over sea). With this information, we
synthesize radiance spectra over a narrow subrange
of the O2 A-band (12,999 to 13; 002 cm−1 ) simulating
radiative transfer in a Rayleigh-scattering atmosphere. These spectra were then converted to PPDF
parameters using Eqs. (1)–(3) with the synthesized
nonconvoluted radiance (R ). The forward model
[R0 x] was based on Eqs. (4)–(12) under the assumption that the aerosol/cloud PPDF parameters in
1342
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Eq. (5) are zero (αa  ρa  0). Under predefined PPDF
parameters for Rayleigh light scattering, we simultaneously retrieve aerosol/cloud PPDF parameters
(αa , ρa , ha , γ a ) and CO2 concentration vertical profiles
xCO2 h from the radiance in three bands and convert
retrieved x̂CO2 h to the target quantity, the columnaveraged dry air mole fractions of CO2 (XCO2 ),
X̂CO2  R h
0

1
A

N dry hdh

Z

hA
0

N dry x̂CO2 hdh;

(13)

at a given pressure increment using the dry air number concentration N dry h.
B. Retrieval Setup

For each satellite single scan, the state vector of
simultaneously retrieved parameters x in Eq. (1)
included the following:
• Vertical profiles of CO2 volume mixing ratio
equidistantly distributed on a pressure scale from
the top of atmosphere to the surface (maximum 22
layers at surface pressure >1000 hPa).
• Four PPDF parameters, αa , ρa , ha , and γ a , in
each spectral band.
• A correction factor to scale the a priori water
vapor profile.
• Three polynomial coefficients in Eq. (4) for each
spectral band.
• A stretch factor to allow for possible distortion in
the wavenumber grid for each spectral band.
Retrieval of PPDF parameter αa was constrained
within a physically allowable range 0 < αa ≤ 1 by
changing variables αa  expf−x2α g and retrieving
the parameter xα. We also constrain variability in
ρa (0 < ρa ≤ 1) and γ a (2 < γ a ≤ 3) by retrieving xρ
(ρa  expf−x2ρ g) and xγ (γ a  2  expf−x2γ g), respectively. The initial guesses for PPDF parameters αa ,
ρa , and γ a were 0.0001, 0.0001, and 2, respectively.
Prior variance for PPDF parameter ρa was assumed
to be 50% smaller for the observations over bight surface (gain M observation mode) than those for gain H
observation mode [3,23]. We consider that the parameter αa is inversely proportional to the surface
albedo Γ. This follows from the proportionality of
the “total number of photons coming into the view
of the detector” (the denominator in α definition) to
surface albedo. By this reason the initial guess
0.0001 in the gas absorption bands was applied to
αia  Γ1 ∕Γi α1a , where subscript i  1, 2, 3 indicates
the band number (0.76, 1.6, and 2.0 μm band). The
surface albedo within each band was estimated as
an average value from those estimated at the individual gas window channels (details are given elsewhere [13]). The initial guess of the altitude of
aerosol layer ha was 5 km. Both the initial guess
and the prior of CO2 dry-volume mixing ratio were
an altitude-independent profile of 385 ppm. The
prior covariance matrix has the following expression:

0

Ciia 

  

q

p 
0
Ciia · Ciia · exp −ζ ·  ln i  :
pi 0

(14)

This implies altitude-independent variance Ciia at
each pressure level and an exponential dependence
for the off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix on the distance between the pressure levels
[30] (in units of ln p). We set up the scaling factor
ζ to 5 and a priori CO2 variance Ciia so that the a
priori CO2 standard deviation XCO2 was 6 ppm.
Surface pressure and temperature profiles were predefined using data from the JMA.
We apply a postprocessing quality assessment to
accept only those retrievals for which χ 2 < 5
[Eq. (2)], signal-to-noise ratio SNR ≥ 75 for each spectral band, degrees of freedom for the signal DFS > 1
[30] (to ensure the low impact of a priori assumptions
on a posteriori XCO2 estimations), and the a posteriori
error estimate ≤1.25 ppm. We also filter out the estimated XCO2 with large optical path modification in
the CO2 1.6 μm band (α̂a > 0.1, ρ̂a > 0.1) where the
gas retrievals could be questionable or impractical
(up to 10% contribution from light path modification). The retrieved values of ρa were limited to
0.01 over oceans or lakes. We include this for physical
reasons: the fraction of photons that contribute to the
measured signal after interacting with both dark sea
surface and aerosols or subvisible clouds should be
very low [31].
3. FTS Data
A.

GOSAT

GOSAT has flown in a Sun-synchronous orbit since
23 January 2009 with an equator crossing time
of about 13:00 local time, completes an orbit in
about 100 min, and operates on a global basis with
a 3 day repeat cycle at an altitude of approximately
666 km.
GOSAT is equipped with two instruments, the thermal and near-infrared sensor for carbon observation–
Fourier transform spectrometer (TANSO-FTS) and
the TANSO cloud and aerosol imager (TANSOCAI). Both instruments have been described in detail
in [3]. While TANSO-CAI is an ancillary imager
mainly used to identify the clear sky atmospheric
conditions [21,32], TANSO-FTS is the key instrument
for observing the gas composition. The raw interferograms (Level 1A; L1A data) directly measured
by TANSO-FTS are then transformed to radiance
spectra (Level 1B; L1B data). In this study we utilize
TANSO-FTS radiance spectra in three narrow bands
in the short-wavelength infrared (SWIR) region (0.76,
1.6, and 2.0 μm as the center; also referred to as
TANSO-FTS bands 1, 2, and 3, respectively). These
spectra are measured at a high spectral resolution
(interval) of about 0.2 cm−1 . The TANSO-FTS collects
data within an instantaneous, circular field of view
with a 15.8 mrad diameter that corresponds to
approximately 10.5 km diameter footprints at the
Earth’s surface for nadir observations.

In this study, we analyze Level 2 (L2) data (XCO2 )
derived from 14 months of GOSAT operation from
June 2009 to July 2010. In this period, a recently
updated version of L1B (from V.141.141) data
derived from the TANSO-FTS has been applied to
L2 data processing. We also consider only those
“clear sky” GOSAT soundings that have passed the
TANSO-CAI cloud flag test [21].
B. TCCON

The ground-based high-resolution FTS observations
from TCCON [24] were established in 2004 to provide a transfer standard between satellite observations and ground-based in situ measurements.
TCCON has become a reliable reference source of
greenhouse gas measurements due to its direct solarviewing geometry that practically eliminates the
impact of atmospheric light scattering on the measurements. The uncertainties in a column-averaged
CO2 amount from the ground-based FTS measurement network were estimated to be mostly within
1 ppm by comparing the TCCON retrievals with
aircraft measurements [33–35].
Twelve TCCON sites have been selected for
the GOSAT coincident observations, namely, 9 sites
in the Northern Hemisphere: Bialystok, Poland
(53.2°N, 23.1°E); Bremen, Germany (53.1°N, 8.85°E);
Garmisch, Germany (47.5°N, 11.1°E); Izaña, Spain
(28.3°N, 16.48°W); Lamont, USA (36.6°N, 97.5°W);
Orleans, France (48.0°N, 2.11°E); Park Falls, USA
(45.9°N, 90.3°W); Sodankyla, Finland (67.4°N,
26.6°E); and Tsukuba, Japan (36.0°N, 140.2°E); and
three sites from the Southern Hemisphere: Darwin,
Australia (12.4°S, 130.9°E); Lauder, New Zealand
(45.0°S, 169.7°E); and Wollongong, Australia (34.4°S,
150.9°E). Fig. 2 illustrates the global locations of
these TCCON stations (yellow stars).
The TCCON–GOSAT coincidence criteria for
validating the satellite-based retrievals included
GOSAT single scan data within a 5° radius latitude/
longitude circle centered at each TCCON station.
Retrievals from observations over both land and
ocean/lakes were considered within this circle. Over
the Izaña site, we examine GOSAT observations
collected from a larger sampling domain (within
15° latitude × 45° longitude grid box), which partly
covers the Sahara desert and North Atlantic Ocean,
as shown in Fig. 3. In these regions mechanisms of
light path modifications diverged considerably due to
different surface reflective properties. The groundbased TCCON data (GGG2009 release, last updated
2011) treated in this study are mean values measured within 1 h of the GOSAT overpass time (at
around 13:00 local time).
4. CO2 Retrievals from GOSAT Observations

In this section we compare XCO2 PPDF-S retrievals
from GOSAT to TCCON ground-based FTS measurements. For reference, two other algorithms
[National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES)
PPDF-D and NIES V02.00] previously developed for
20 February 2013 / Vol. 52, No. 6 / APPLIED OPTICS
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Fig. 2. Global locations of operational TCCON sites (yellow stars) whose ground-based FTS measurements were used in validation of
GOSAT XCO2 retrievals.

GOSAT data processing have been included in this
comparison.
A.

Observations over Izaña Site

The Izaña site has a unique location for providing
validation of satellite-based measurements both over
dark (ocean) and bright (western part of Sahara
desert) surfaces. High-altitude cirrus or sand storm
activities over these surfaces could produce very
large light path modification [28]. In this study we
have chosen a sampling domain collecting GOSAT
data within a 15° latitude × 45° longitude grid box
(yellow rectangle in Fig. 3). Since the sampling
domain is large, atmospheric transport model calculations have been invoked to control the natural
variability in XCO2 within this sampling grid box
when comparing GOSAT observations with TCCON
measurements. The NIES global atmospheric tracer

Fig. 3. GOSAT sampling domain (15° latitude × 45° longitude
grid box, yellow rectangle) around Izaña TCCON site (yellow star).
Red symbols indicate the location of GOSAT single soundings
available for data processing from June 2009 to July 2010. 92%
of GOSAT soundings over land (northern Africa) were derived
under GOSAT gain M mode, indicating bright Saharan desert surfaces. Only sun glint areas were available to measure over the
ocean due to the sufficient reflected signals, so strips are seen
in the map.
1344
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transport model (present version NIES 08.1i) used
in this study has been described in [36] and outlined
in [18]. We will refer to this model as NIES-TM.
Figure 4 shows seasonal variability in XCO2 from
GOSAT (gray crosses and open blue symbols), from
TCCON (solid red symbols), and from the NIES-TM
calculations (green and dark yellow symbols). Gray
crosses indicate original scan-to-scan retrievals and
open blue symbols correspond to weekly mean XCO2
with bars representing standard deviation. GOSAT
data at the bottom of Fig. 4 display retrievals with
the PPDF-S algorithm. GOSAT XCO2 data in top
and middle panels were retrieved with PPDF-D algorithm. We present XCO2 data derived from GOSAT
separately over land (left-hand panels) and sea
(right-hand panels). To increase the measurement
dynamic range, the GOSAT TANSO-FTS collects
data over land either in “high gain” (Gain H) state
(over most surfaces) or in “middle gain” (Gain M)
mode (over bright surfaces). We found that 92% of
GOSAT land observations within the rectangle of
Fig. 3 were derived under the TANSO-FTS instrument middle gain (Gain M) state, which is to say that
most of these observations were over bright desert
surfaces. The overwhelming majority of over-sea
GOSAT observations were under high gain (Gain H)
mode. Using the NIES-TM simulation, we found that
the standard deviation of daily mean XCO2 data within 1 h of GOSAT overpass time within this sampling domain is <1.5 ppm. As a pictorial example,
green and dark yellow symbols in Fig. 4 display daily
mean seasonal trends of modeled XCO2 at 20° and
−20° longitude shift from the Izaña site, respectively.
As is seen from the bottom panels of Fig. 4, PPDF-S
retrievals reproduce the temporal patterns in XCO2
observed in the TCCON measurements and simulated by NIES-TM well. A clear and pronounced seasonal cycle of XCO2 can be seen, with minima in late
summer and maxima in spring. The seasonal gap of
GOSAT data over the ocean from September 2009 to
March 2010 (right-hand panels of Fig. 4) stems from

Fig. 4. Time series that correspond to GOSAT single scan XCO2 (gray crosses), GOSAT weekly mean XCO2 data (open blue symbols with
bars representing standard deviation), single scan ground-based FTS measurement (solid red symbols), and daily mean XCO2 atmospheric
model (green and dark yellow symbols) over the Izaña site. GOSAT data were collected within a 15° latitude × 45° longitude grid box
centered at Izaña (Fig. 3) and presented separately for observations over land (western Africa, left-hand panel) and sea (North Atlantic
Ocean, right-hand panel). Top to bottom panels correspond to different GOSAT XCO2 retrieval algorithms (indicated in the legends of
the panels). Green and dark yellow symbols correspond to modeled XCO2 at −20° and 20° longitude shift from Izaña site, respectively.
N S indicates the number of GOSAT soundings accessible to be processed.

the absence of GOSAT sun glint observations due to
the low solar elevation angle in this period. It should
be noted that TCCON XCO2 measurements (solid red
symbols) ignored contribution of CO2 in boundary
layer because the site is located at the mountain
Izaña (2370 m above sea level). According to our
estimation based on the modeled CO2 profiles near
the Izaña site, neglect of CO2 contribution below
the level of site location leads to sub-ppm seasonally
variable XCO2 bias. In particular, this bias was negative from April to June (up to 0.7 ppm) and positive in
August and September (up to 0.35 ppm).
Figure 4 demonstrates that simultaneous gas and
light path retrievals with the PPDF-S algorithm
have a significant advantage over gas retrievals from
the PPDF-D algorithm. As noted earlier, the PPDF-D
algorithm retrieves gas amounts under conditions
where the optical path modification can be assumed
to be negligible (Section 2.A), which is achieved by
PPDF prescreening (Section 2.B). To demonstrate
that the improvement of gas retrievals is provided
by accurate light path correction, we have selected
only those GOSAT soundings for PPDF-D data processing that are coincident with the selected PPDF-S
data set (after postprocessing filters, Section 2.B).
The upper panels in Fig. 4 display PPDF DOASbased retrieval results before applying the PPDF-D

screening in the O2 A-band (see Section 2.A). The
scan numbers, N S , accessible to the processing (see
legend of each panel) is slightly lower here (2961 over
land; 982 over ocean) than those from PPDF-S (3256
over land; 1196 over ocean) because a number of
scans were rejected by other PPDF-D filters, such
as by the pure spectral fit [in Eq. (2)]. PPDF
DOAS-based retrievals showed substantial overestimation of gas amounts over bright surfaces (top lefthand panel in Fig. 4) [11,28]. These positive biases
resulted from multiple reflections of light between
a bright surface and an aerosol layer or high-altitude
subvisible cloud [28], which lengthened the imperturbable light path [Eq. (12)]. In contrast, aerosol
and cloud light scattering over dark surfaces, such
as the ocean, resulted in underestimated gas retrievals (top right-hand panel of Fig. 4) [12,28]. This is a
consequence of shortening the light path when the
fraction of photons that reach the detector after being
scattered by atmospheric aerosol and then reflected
by the dark surface should be rather small [28]. PPDF
selection (α < 0.04 and ρ < 0.04) improves the
DOAS-based retrievals (middle panels of Fig. 4), but
the number of scans available for processing is
substantially decreased, especially over the Sahara
desert. It is also worth noting that there appears to
be a positive bias even in the remaining scans in
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the summer seasons. As noted above, PPDF-D and
PPDF-S algorithms used similar sets of GOSAT scans.
Thus, accurate light path correction is primarily
responsible for the improvements of gas retrievals
with PPDF-S algorithm (bottom panels in Fig. 4).
Figure 5 displays the seasonal variability in PPDF
parameters α (upper panels) and ρ (middle panels)
retrieved simultaneously with gas concentration
according to PPDF-S (Fig. 4) over western Africa
(left-hand panel) and over Atlantic Ocean (righthand panel). As expected, values of the PPDF parameter α are much lower than ρ over bright Sahara
desert surfaces representing the trend of increasing
path length due to multiple reflections of photons
between aerosol/cirrus and bright surface. We found
pronounced enhancement of ρ from April to August
(middle left-hand panel of Fig. 5) that is probably
associated with summer dust storm activity in the
Sahara desert. Indeed, the DOAS-based XCO2 retrievals over the Sahara desert were the most biased in
this period (top left-hand panel in Fig. 4). Overall this
agrees with seasonal variability in the aerosol optical
depth (AOD) (bottom panels in Fig. 5) calculated
from an offline three-dimensional aerosol transport
model, the Spectral Radiation-Transport Model for
Aerosol Species (SPRINTARS version 3.84) [37].
The AOD data presented in Fig. 5 correspond to

those GOSAT observation scans that were available
for processing with the PPDF-S method; that is, the
GOSAT scenes with very large aerosol loadings were
rejected by the CAI test or PPDF-S filters. The Pearson correlation coefficient between parameter ρ
and AOD was 0.57 over the Sahara desert. The total
AOD included both fine and coarse modes of aerosol
particles. For the coarse mode of large particles the
correlation coefficient was slightly larger. The correlation coefficient between α parameters, which is
more representative for describing light path modification over dark ocean surfaces, was lower but positive (0.26). It should be noted that the optical path
change need not be tightly correlated with the AOD
because the light path depends not only on the aerosol amount but also on the surface reflective properties and on the vertical location of the aerosol layer.
B. Pairwise GOSAT–TCCON Comparison

In this section, we compare GOSAT XCO2 retrievals
from the PPDF-S algorithm with ground-based
TCCON measurements of CO2 column-averaged
abundance collecting GOSAT–TCCON coincident
observations (Section 3.B) over 11 TCCON sites
(Fig. 2).
The bottom panels of Fig. 6 summarize the
pairwise statistical comparison between GOSAT

Fig. 5. Time series of PPDF parameters α (top panels) and ρ(middle panels) retrieved with PPDF-S algorithm from single GOSAT scans
(gray crosses) and weekly mean PPDF data (open circles with bars representing standard deviation). GOSAT data were collected within
15° latitude × 45° longitude grid box centered at Izaña site (Fig. 3) and presented separately for observations over land (western Africa,
left-hand panel) and over sea (North Atlantic Ocean, right-hand panel). Green lines indicate the threshold of PPDF parameters beyond
which the retrievals were rejected according to postprocessing filter (Section 2.B). Histograms in the bottom panels represent seasonal
variability in the total AOD (averaged over 15 days at 1.6 μm) from a global three-dimensional aerosol transport-radiation model.
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PPDF-S and TCCON XCO2 data within the coincidence criterion. In Fig. 6 we present GOSAT–TCCON
XCO2 correlation diagrams separately over the
Lamont site (left-hand panels), over the other seven
Northern Hemisphere sites (middle panels) (Izaña
is excluded here), and over three Southern Hemisphere sites (right-hand panels). The results over the
Lamont site are shown separately in Fig. 6 as the
GOSAT observations over this site had the largest
sample size due to multiple orbit overpasses within
the coincidence criteria and comparatively clear
skies. The coincident GOSAT–TCCON observation
numbers (N C ) as well as statistical characteristics
of the GOSAT–TCCON XCO2 relationship for each
set of stations are in the legend of each panel. We present the following statistical characteristics: bias
(Bias); standard deviation (σ); Pearson’s correlation
coefficient (r), and coefficient of determination
(goodness of fit) (R2 ) between GOSAT and TCCON
XCO2 . To allow for uncertainties in both data sources
when comparing these data, we use a weighted
least-squares fit to minimize the square of the

perpendicular distances between GOSAT and
TCCON XCO2 data [38]. Accordingly, the statistical
characteristics can be calculated using standard
weighed least squares (equations can be found in
[18]) with covariance matrix
Cii0  σ 2Gi  a2 σ 2Fi δii0 ;

(15)

where δii0 is the Kronecker delta indicating zero offdiagonal elements of the covariance matrix, a is a
slope for the slope-intercept form of the linear regression, and σ Gi and σ Fi are the standard deviations of
the individual GOSAT and TCCON sounding, respectively. The best fits obtained are plotted in Fig. 6 by
red lines; the dashed red lines and the green lines
represent the best fit σ and the one-to-one correspondence, respectively.
The slope a, which is known to be an important measure when characterizing the bias correction, is perfect
(1.00) when comparing GOSAT and TCCON XCO2 data
over Lamont (bottom left-hand panel in Fig. 6)
and equal to 0.96 over all other TCCON sites in the

Fig. 6. Correlation diagrams between GOSAT and ground-based TCCON measurements of XCO2 for two GOSAT retrieval algorithms,
PPDF-S (bottom panels) and NIES L2 02.xx (top panels), and for three sets of TCCON sites, over Lamont (left-hand panels), over the other
seven Northern Hemisphere sites (middle panels), and over three Southern Hemisphere sites (right-hand panels). The GOSAT single
scans were selected during 14 months from June 2009 within a 5° radius latitude/longitude circle centered over each TCCON station.
The analyzed ground-based FTS data were mean values measured within 1 h of the GOSAT overpass time. Red lines correspond to the
best fits, and the green line represents one-to-one correspondence. The number of coincident soundings and characteristics of statistical
relationships between ground-based FTS and GOSAT XCO2 for each set of TCCON stations is listed in the legend of each panel.
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Northern Hemisphere (bottom middle panel in Fig. 6).
We do not present slope, correlation coefficients, and
coefficients of determination for the three operational
Southern Hemisphere stations in the right-hand
panels of Fig. 6 because these characteristics are not
representative here due to the low variability in XCO2
over the Southern Hemisphere sites. For the coincident measurements over all 11 TCCON stations, both
in the Northern and Southern Hemisphere, GOSAT
and TCCON data of CO2 column-averaged abundance
showed a slope of 0.96 for the slope-intercept form of
the linear regression, a correlation coefficient of 0.83, a
standard deviation of 1.90 ppm, and a very small
negative bias of 0.08 ppm (not shown in Fig. 6).
For reference, the upper panels of Fig. 6 display the
GOSAT–TCCON XCO2 comparison according to SWIR
L2 V02.00 “full physics” (FP) algorithm that operationally processes the GOSAT data at NIES. The
basic performances of NIES FP algorithm were described in [21] (V01.00) and its important improvements were outlined in [23] (V02.00). There are many
common features in NIES 02.xx and PPSD-S retrieval
setup. For example, they both use similar solar irradiance spectra and gas data sets, process GOSAT data
from all three GOSAT SWIR bands, initially retrieve
the CO2 profile based on the maximum a posteriori
rule [Eq. (1)], retrieve a stretch factor to allow for distortion in the wavenumber grid and adjust water vapor amounts, etc. [23]. As with any other FP approach
[15,17,19,20–22], this algorithm is distinct from
PPDF-S via its radiative transfer modeling. While
PPDF-S deals with statistical properties of the optical
path through the atmosphere, V02.00 accounts for
atmospheric light scattering by considering the variability in a limited number of aerosol components.
These components are incorporated in the retrieval
process using the numerical solution of the radiative
transfer equation at each spectral line. NIES 02.00
uses two aerosol components: fine and coarse modes
of aerosol particles (SPRINTARS version 3.84) [37].
The vertical profiles of the aerosol number density
for each component are included in the state vector
and retrieved simultaneously with gas profiles. This
algorithm also retrieves surface pressure in the O2
A-band. Generally, the latter permits estimation of
light path modification looking at the deviation between the retrieved surface pressure and its meteorological prior (e.g., [23]). However, this estimation
could be biased due to a tight correlation between surface pressure and aerosol characteristics, which are
retrieved simultaneously in the O2 A-band. In addition, the light path detection based on the surface
pressure retrievals could characterize only the integrated effect of the optical path modification. Therefore, there is always a risk that the GOSAT scans with
a nonmodified retrieved surface pressure might be
misinterpreted as clear-sky scenes when effects of
optical path lengthening and shortening are compensatory [13]. This could frequently happen under a
fortuitous combination of aerosol, cloud, and surface
optical properties [20,23]. Finally, the light path
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modification in the O2 A-band is not always appropriate for characterizing the light path in the target gas
bands. The PPDF-S algorithm avoids these problems
by retrieving both optical path lengthening and shortening in the gas absorption bands (Section 2).
Our recent study [23] has indicated that the NIES
V02.00 algorithm provided one of the best slope, correlation and determination coefficients, standard deviation, and large sampling size when comparing
GOSAT XCO2 retrievals from all FP algorithms with
TCCON measurements. This comparison was performed with similar GOSAT–TCCON coincident criteria (within a 5° radius over 11 TCCON sites)
during 22 months of GOSAT operation of from June
2009 to March 2011 using older versions of L1B
GOSAT data. As evident from the legends of Fig. 6,
PPDF-S retrievals showed similar GOSAT–TCCON
XCO2 agreement as compared with those derived
from V02.00 algorithm by most of these statistical
characteristics providing larger sampling size over
both the Northern Hemisphere (by >20%) and
Southern Hemisphere (by >50%) sites and much
lower global bias. Both systematic negative bias
(−1.74 ppm over all TCCON sites) and comparatively
large station-to-station bias from the V02.xx algorithm (upper panels of Fig. 6) were previously
detected in [23]. This tendency remains for the data
set used in this study: the station-to-station bias
reaches 1.24 ppm (−0.12 to −1.13). PPDF-S retrievals
provide a sub-ppm station-to-station bias of 0.6 ppm
(−0.12 to 0.44 ppm).
5. Conclusions

In this study, we introduced an improved version of
the PPDF method (PPDF-S) that accounts for atmospheric light scattering when processing space-based
spectroscopic observations of greenhouse gases. This
method provides simultaneous gas and optical path
retrievals using high-resolution spectroscopic observations in three short-wave infrared bands at 0.76,
1.6, and 2.0 μm. This allows for satellite data processing under non-negligible light path modifications,
which, due to light path correction, substantially
increases the number of observations available for
data processing with accurate gas retrievals. The radiative transfer model is based on three-dimensional
PPDF, which assumes three atmospheric layers
within which the photon trajectories can be modified,
and permits retrieval on an arbitrary number of gas
layers.
The PPDF-S method was applied to processing
GOSAT observations during 14 months from June
2009 to July 2010. We focus on the comparison of the
satellite-based retrievals of column-averaged CO2
amounts with those provided by ground-based FTS
measurements at 12 TCCON sites.
First, we analyzed GOSAT PPDF-S retrievals
over the Izaña TCCON site collecting the GOSAT
observations within a large sampling domain
(15° latitude × 45° longitude grid box) that covers
both dark (northern Atlantic Ocean) and bright

(western part of the Sahara desert) surfaces and,
therefore, is representative of conditions where we
expect light path shortening and lengthening due to
high-altitude cirrus or coarse aerosol particles from
Saharan dust. Using coincident GOSAT–TCCON
observations, both from PPDF-S and DOAS-based
retrievals, we have demonstrated considerable improvements in the gas retrievals and proved that this
improvement is due to light path corrections.
Next, we have performed a statistical pairwise
comparison between XCO2 GOSAT PPDF-S retrievals
and TCCON ground-based measurements collecting
GOSAT observations within a 5° radius latitude/
longitude circle centered at each TCCON station.
We found 1526 coincident GOSAT–TCCON single
scans accessible for the comparison. Over all 11
TCCON stations, in both the Northern and Southern
Hemisphere, the correlation diagrams showed a
slope of 0.96 for the slope-intercept form of the linear
regression, a correlation coefficient of 0.83, a standard deviation of 1.90 ppm, and a very small negative
bias of 0.08 ppm. We found that PPDF-S retrievals
are highly competitive with those derived from the
V02.xx algorithm when comparing both algorithms
with TCCON measurements. Both algorithms provide similar GOSAT–TCCON XCO2 correlation coefficients and standard deviation. At the same time,
PPDF-S provided a larger sampling size over both
Northern Hemisphere sites (by >20%) and Southern
Hemisphere sites (by >50%) and lower sub-ppm
interstation XCO2 bias.
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